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About This Game

My lord, your father was poisoned at a recent meal. Now you the new Lord. People expect you to make smart decisions in the
current difficult situation. Our castle is about to fall. Do something!

In World of Feudal you have to take the role of lord and manage your castle.
- Beautiful graphics

- Detailed settlement management
- Enemy attacks
- Random events
- Story line[/ i]
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world is feudal. characteristics of feudal world. world of feudal обзор. world history definition of feudalism. the feudal world
of japanese manufacturing. world of feudal отзывы. world of feudal. world history definition of feudal system. world of feudal
steam. characteristics of the feudal world

I have mac version but cnt play on windows srsly m8. Wow. What can i say. I didn`t expect that much from the game, but it
totally flashed me.
This game is a text adventure where you have to solve puzzles in order to continue. The interface is great and i also enjoy the
music in the background. The tutorial is short and there are no enerving long explanations. It`s all pretty simple. But i definitely
like the mechanichs.
Well, i haven`t played long now, but i`m already excited to continue.. Back when expansions were a full game. 10/10 EA doesn't
approve. ORE is a fun way to spend some time murdering space bugs. They weren't kidding about those recommended specs,
but I'm basically playing on a microwave with a screen, so you PC Master Race folks shouldn't have too much trouble. Grab
some controllers and some friends and collect some ORE!. Liking all the noises. Various pipes have their own individual hissing
and gurgling sounds. To a certain extent can ascertain loco state by listening; can tell which valves are open and saves much
looking at HUDs. Lots to do while driving so grateful for the auto-stoker. Challenging to maintain steam on steep gradients with
heavy load; and interesting brake systems which work well when familiar with operation. Essential to read the manual. Good
forward views from cab and carriage round off a thoughtfully designed package.
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Be warned that this game will be in windowed mode. It makes the HO scenes more difficult because some of the objects are
really miniscule! Beautiful art and remembrance of Gatsby's era. Music was unintrusive.
Story was very average and there is a lot of backtracking. You have a map, but you can't instantly go to a scene. Story takes
place at night and it is raining, so atmosphere can be depressing or mysterious depending on your mood. Controls were pretty
clunky, especially in HO scenes. Puzzles were very easy. Took me under 2.5 hours, so very short.
A pretty average game. Had a lot of potential, but didn't follow through. As I knew the story, there were no surprises. Buy on
discount. Need a neutral rating. 5.5\/10 from me.. It's cheap, it's got awesome characters, map design and tilesets.
I just wished it was worked on some more or that a sequel came out with a bit more polish.

If you want a cheap TD game to waste a few hours on it's ok, but it could have been so much more.

I'd love more in-game stats and popup info and explanations

I'd appreciate the ability to turn the camera somewhat as some tiles are hard to reach\/view

Some more options and screen-sizes would be good
It's fun but not enough for me i'm afraid.. Entertaining but unfortunately very short game. I wish more obstacles would
be added as the levels become more advanced, because the current design just makes the course bigger rather than more
complex. Also, the retro version is a sad cop-out of making a legitimate pixelated version, it's just a very low-resolution
and low-contrast version of the original. Also, I wish there was an option to adjust mouse sensitivity as the default
sensitivity is way too high (however I've only tried using a trackpad), making it nearly impossible to draw the line where
I wanted it to go.

I suppose I did get a solid 90 minutes of gameplay out of it, so it did give me value for my money. I also generally
enjoyed the music, graphics and general atmosphere of the game. I just find that this game is strangely similar to
"Roofbot" but pales in comparison because no additional mechanics are added to make the gameplay more interesting.

I wish there was a "neutral" button, because I don't think this is a terrible game. But there are plenty of areas to improve
on, which is why I'm giving it a negative review.. Good game.
Beautiful graphics and gameplay,

I recommend this horror.. Great, awesome platformer! Last time I had so much fun was with Rayman Legends! Buy
ESCAPE GOAT 2! Great graphics, nice pacing, clever mechanics, just... AWESOME GAME!. Except for the
Circassian Armored cav (which was a unit desperatly needed for the OE to match Euro cuirassiers and garde du corp)
Wallachian Boyars (which are slightly better in stats & cheaper then Mamelukes) and the Libyan Kuloglu (which is the
only unit in ETW with a blunderbusse A.K.A shotgun) which are the GOOD units, this DLC was crap, skimishers are
not elite, elite means its stats surpass the normal units and inspires other units, no proper grenadiers to match or better
yet considering the ottomans intelect of gunpowder "surpass" Euro grenadiers and no Elite Janissary Guards that have
bayonets, rapid reload, can form squares, platoon fires, inspires nearby units and has melee\/morale stats to match the
eilte untis of the west's swiss guards & others (NOT TO MENTION PROPER JANISSARY UNIFORMS LIKE THE
ONES IN MUHTESEM YUZYIL instead of these un-eilte indian looking beyliks that have vests with open chests!!)
But for the sake of the good units mentioned above get this DLC.. Nice simple game. Small community and free of
cancer.. This game is Awesome. Probably the most polished VR game I've played. I thoroughly enjoyed the Story Mode,
the voice acting was great, the atmosphere is good, the loading music is good, the ending theme is great. My only
negative criticism is that the level design is confusing. it's often unclear where you are supposed to go, or what you are
supposed to do. you are often crawling through vent systems or looking through every single cubicle for a Key card or
something, this is something that the developers could take note on, because everything else about this game is brilliant..
I like it so much. It has a nice background music, and graphics. What i don't like, its, when you start the game first time,
you don't know the controls (w and s for up and down, space bar for select).. Everything is nice... I love this game.... But
if you could start you own team it would be world class
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